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Project
All project repositories (http://github.com/throughput-ec) are open and free to 
contribute within the bounds set in the Code of Conduct.  All code is licensed 
under an MIT License, free to use and modify without credit.

Database snapshots available at: 
https://figshare.com/collections/Throughput_Database_Snapshots/5075912

Data is Central to Education
● Learning opportunities often rely heavily on 

data.  Data may be generated by individuals 
learning within a program, may be provided 
by an instructor, or may be collected from 
external sources.

● Successful learning, particularly within 
sub-domains in the geosciences, can rely 
heavily on specialized knowledge of 
particular datasets, however this knowledge 
is unevenly distributed within academia.

● Data resources play a central role in 
providing data, using online platforms, 
digital catalogs and, often, documentation.

● Lack of proper documentation, difficulties in 
accessing data, and a lack of example 
workflows, particularly for complex datasets 
and analysis can result in barriers to 
equitable access to scientific knowledge 
and education.

New Technology Requires New Tools
● Statistical and scientific computing means that teaching examples often need new data sources.  
● Student projects may be beyond the capacity of instructors to provide guidance.  
● Throughput (http://throughputdb.com) connects research databases with online code 

examples.  The code within these repositories can provide templates for early career researchers, or 
educators looking to build robust examples for instruction.

● Throughput will soon support the ability to annotate research data and code examples, to help 
improve documentation, and to act as an informal mechanism to pass on information among 
educators, researchers and learners.

Neotoma R Package
github.com/ropensci/neotoma

Discovery and Annotation
● At its heart Throughput is a set of 

interconnected objects.  Databases, people, 
grants, code examples, text annotations 
and journal articles are all represented 
using unique identifiers.

● Each object can be connected to other 
objects, including Language elements, 
Audience information and Keywords.  The 
resulting network is what powers the 
Throughput tool-set.

● We can search for databases that share 
related keywords (“find all databases that 
contain climate data”), or we can look for 
code resources that combine data from 
multiple data sources (“find a code 
repository that uses soil and hydrological 
data”).

● Importantly, we can also tag individual 
elements within the database to help 
others, and make new connections (“This 
lesson plan uses data from NEPTUNE 
Canada”).

Neotoma Paleoecology Database
http://neotomadb.org
A research database with over 6M records of global ice-age fossils, 
including mammals, plants and freshwater organisms.  The database 
has a graphic interface, a public API and R package.
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Open Science, More Credit, 
More Collaboration
● Throughput provides a tool to obtain 

citations for data resources and code 
resoirces, as well as the individual 
annotations that make up Throughput itself.

● All development on Throughput is open 
source (http://github.com/throughput-ec) 
and collaboration is welcome.

● By exposing examples of data use and 
reuse by early career researchers we hope 
to normalize code sharing and credit for 
code

● Throughput also discovers and provides 
post hoc citations for links between code 
and publications using xDeepDive 
(http://geodeepdive.org) giving people the 
ability to showcase the impact of their work, 
even if it is not cited formally.

http://throughputdb.com

Databases can be tools for Engagement.  However engaging fully 
with a diverse user community can be complex for teams with little 
engagement experience.

Screenshot from http://throughputdb.com showing the data and code 
search capabilities.
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